GROW MORE FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

REPORT ON WORKSHOP OF “CAD/CAM/CAE” (16th February 2015)

ORGANISED BY MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT GMFE
As we have conducted the Workshop for mechanical department students, for providing them a very deep knowledge about the subject and preparing them for the requirement of the changing technologies and upgrading them for the requirement for such field.

The workshop was conducted by dignitaries from IGTR. Mr. Nitin Jain (Project head of IGTR), Mr. Karan Sharma (Technical Head of IGTR) and Mr K.S. Dabhi (Member of IGTR) who has renowned experience in CAD/CAM/CAE. Our guest of honour for the day was Prof. B.D.Suthar (In-charge Principal of GMFDE).

Firstly, Prof Rajnikant Rathod HOD of mechanical engineering department welcomed all the experts of IGTR. Followed by, Prof. B.D.Suthar (In-charge Principal of GMFDE), inspired students to attend the workshop for future scope.
There were about 120 students of 4th and 6th SEM Degree Mechanical and 20 students of 6th SEM Diploma Mechanical Engineering attended the workshop along with faculty members of Mechanical Department.

Dignitaries from IGTR delivered speech & shared their deep knowledge on “CAD/CAM/CAE”, as well as briefed how this knowledge is useful in real application.

The best part of this workshop was, not only the theory portion was conducted but also they show cased it practically.

At the end of the workshop, the students were very much enriched with the Technical work and knowledge shared by the expert.

The workshop was concluded with the vote of thanks given by Prof. Rajnikant Rathod, HOD of Mechanical department.

The oral feedbacks from the students were taken and response was very good.

All in all the whole day went successful and fruitful for all faculties and students.